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Passing strange at the Kop 
Liverpool 1  
Dicks 75 (pen)  
Ipswich Town 0  
Att: 30,485  
APROPOS of Manchester United's failure to negotiate the first leg of their treble, 
Roy Evans noted that Joe Fagan had once completed a triple haul, that of the 
Championship, Milk Cup and European Cup, 10 years ago. Evans says he often 
wonders whether this achievement was fully appreciated outside Liverpool.  
The answer is probably not, but by the same token the extent of Liverpool's 
decline since is not fully appreciated outside the city, either. It is brave of the new 
manager to invoke the splendour that was Anfield when his own side are 
performing on the same stage so inadequately. Last week Sheffield United 
departed overjoyed with three points to help them in their fight against 
relegation; this week Liverpool needed a late penalty to overcome a crude 
Ipswich side displaying why they have been plummeting down the table.  
In fairness, there was nothing dodgy about the penalty. The only controversial 
aspect of Phil Whelan's lamentably clumsy challenge on the substitute Hutchison 
was the defender being allowed to remain on the field, having been booked for 
wrestling Jones to the floor in identical manner not five minutes earlier. Dicks 
tucked away the kick and Liverpool breathed a sigh of relief. Apart from Rush 
forcing Forrest to save with his knees, they barely managed a convincing effort on 
goal and could have been embarrassed had Kiwomya done better early in the 
second half or Guentchev not flashed his header wide at the end.  
There were mitigating circumstances for this apology for a game. The weather 
was vile and Ipswich stuck throughout to a stolid flat back nine, with just Kiwomya 
grazing hopefully in the forbidden pastures of Liverpool's half, a formation almost 
as difficult to break down as it was to watch. 'The match was never sparkling,' said 
Evans, bidding for the understatement of the season. 'But they're allowed to play 
how they wish. It's up to us to find a way through. In the end I think we got what 
we deserved.'  
Possibly so, but if the tempo did lift a little in the second half when McManaman 
switched wings to link with Jones on the right, it barely made up for an appalling 
first hour during which Liverpool put more passes astray than some of their 
predecessors would have managed in a season.  
The Kop was unimpressed, so much so that Grobbelaar took it on himself to nip 
down the touchline from the substitutes' bench and have a word. Something 
about lack of atmosphere, probably. He managed to coax a few songs out of the 
home supporters and Liverpool eventually rewarded them with a goal, but it 
seemed contrived, not like the old days. As with the penalty itself. There was a 
time when referees were intimidated by Anfield, but these days, for officials, 
relegation strugglers and Cup underdogs alike, it's just another ground. 
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